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Your first thoughts about 8\textsuperscript{th} House?

- loss
- fear
- death
- sex
- hidden, sinful pleasures
Where is it?

- The Western Hemisphere
- The Southern Hemisphere
- Above the horizon
- In the third quadrant
- Between 7th and 9th houses
- In opposition to 2nd house
The Western Hemisphere, The Southern Hemisphere and Above Horizon
In the Third Quadrant

- Relation with others which we form consciously (VII AIR)
- The possessions we share with someone (VIII WATER)
- Beliefs, world-view and religion (IX FIRE)
- No EARTH element
Between 7\textsuperscript{th} and 9\textsuperscript{th} houses

- 7 – relationships, partners, friends, enemies we know
- 8 -what we could have and share with them
- 9 – wisdom and religion support our goods and relations
In opposition to 2nd house

II House
- What I have and collect during my life by myself.
- My tradition, upbringing, ethics, morale.
- My resources.

VIII House
- What others could give me, what I share with others.
- What I learned from others, what life taught me.
- My emotional baggage.
When?
In the afternoon, before dusk.

Sun in 8\textsuperscript{th} house from 3.15 p.m. till 5.45 p.m. (2 h 30 min) in Chicago May 25\textsuperscript{th} 2018
8th House – basics

- Succedent
- Fixed
- Water element
- Connected with the sign of Scorpio
- Psyche, surviving behaviors and habits, conscious and unconscious, deeply buried memories of bad experiences and guilty pleasures.
- Not in aspect with to the ascendent (light) so symbolises darkness and hidden matters.
8\textsuperscript{th} House – basics
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- Fixed
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The Power of Psyche

IV – family and childhood, XII – connection with universe, compation and helping people we don't know, spiritual inspirations and VIII:

- our inner world of emotions and psyche
- intuition about people and their hidden motivations
- psychology, magic, occultism, hypnosis
- How to know and control strong emotions and fear
- high pain tolerance, want to confront inner demons, interested in martial arts and extreme sports
- depression, existential crises, addictions to drugs, someone's fear or sexual energy
Wes Craven: the king of horrors movies
Wes Craven
Transformation and passing

- „house of death”
- things unknown and which cause fear
- what we could lose and never be able to have
- life-threatening situations
- loss, funerals, death of partners and friends, mourning, grief
- ability to regenerate from every crisis and fall.
Money

- the result of negotiations
- effects of settlements
- last will, inheritances, unexpected profits from contracts and relations
- money shared with other people (business, marriage)
- loans, funds, potential money as insurance, banks, other people's money
- our creditworthiness and the ability to acquire funding
Priscilla Presley
Priscilla Presley: managing other's people money
Power and influence

- money = power
- capabilities of taking action depending on funds and resources which we can acquire
- monopoly and hidden connections (corporations, mafia, secret groups)
- mental energy, influence over people
- stay in the shadow, remain anonymous
Shadow archetype

- complexes, taboos rejected by our consciousness
- we keep here what we want to forget from childhood or what is not acceptable by society, morality, ethics
- what is immoral, sinful, indecent, forbidden, animalistic, primordial
- the dark side of our nature, what we secretly want to do but is not officially allowed
- a moral dilemma we have to face at some point in our life
Sigmund Freud
Sigmund Freud
Planets in 8th House

Sun – understands human fears, deep emotions; psychology, occult, money
Moon – great intuition, fear, hidden emotions, inheritance
Mercury – secret knowledge, stock market, consulting
Venus – good marriage, wealthy friends, easy money
Mars – fight for money, risk of life, power, business
Jupiter – money from contracts, partners, loans, inheritance
Saturn – we pay debts of others, depression
Uranus – hidden power, healing ability
Neptune – fear of the unknown
Pluto – power and control
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